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Abstract

This paper deals with fire detection in image and video by machine learning, specifically deep convolutional neural networks, using Caffe framework. The aim is to create a vast set of testing data that could be used as the base element of machine learning detection and create a detector usable in real-time application. For the purposes of the project a set of tools for fire sequences creation, their segmentation and automatic labeling is proposed and created together with a large test set of short sequences with artificial modelled fire.
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Supplementary Material: Demonstration Video — Downloadable Code And Examples

1. Introduction

This project serves as an alternative method to ordinary fire detection using short-range smoke and heat sensors. No special hardware is required here, just a camera and a computer analysing the camera’s output. In case of perfect results, such system could be used in everyday life. The main goal is to try a modern way of detection in image and video based on machine learning with deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs). As DCNNs are new in this field and are considered extremely powerful (for instance thanks to the results from the work of Krizhevsky et al. [1]), it would be interesting to see how much the results differ from the fire detections of other authors. Fire is not an easy thing to record, so finding a way to create such records artificially is another motivation. It is therefore a challenge — creating a real fire detector that never saw a real fire.

The problem can be divided into two core tasks. The first one involves creating a large dataset of fire and non-fire samples and using these to train a model of deep convolutional neural network. The second task is to make a software detector that analyses image (video) input, tests its content on the pretrained model and returns a result. The bonus is represented by the multipurpose usability of fire-creating and sampling tools as they can be used in some other similar project.
and are not limited to this one. The proper solution would be a detection that finds fire in a video, if present, as soon as possible — within 1 to 10 seconds. Image analysis, which is implemented in this work, does not include temporal information and represents a part of video detection — my personal goal is for the number of true positives in images to exceed 95%. The evaluation is always done per image where, in case of fire, at least one fire area must be marked with a probability higher than 50%.

There are many methods for fire detection in image and video, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. This paragraph contains the summary of different approaches to the detection. Every method’s detection is based on one or more visible qualities of fire. These include its colour, shape, motion, frequency, spatial change and smoke generation. Colour is the most dominant quality used for detection. Chen et al. [2] detect colour properties of fire described in Quin-tiere’s book [3]. The main property is fire’s transition from red, through yellow and up to white colour. As RGB’s components do not carry the necessary information about the colour’s intensity, Çelik and Demirel [4] incorporate YCbCr model into their method. They use statistical analysis of fire’s colour trained by their test set. Colour presents valuable information but it cannot be used solely as many objects share the same colour as a real fire. Fire’s colour, shape and spatial change are the detected features in the work of Liu et al. [5]. Liu et al. observed that each of fire’s colours can be distinguished by its typical relative position. The flame’s centre (core) is always the brightest spot. Moving from the centre this colour becomes yellow, orange and red. The shape of every fire region is given by its border. This border is represented by one-dimensional signal composed out of N points — pixels of fire region’s border. Fire’s shape is then described using a Fourier Descriptor. In every single frame Liu et al. calculate the coefficients of Fourier series of the border of every fire region. After that it is observed how these coefficients change in time. Liu et al. presume fire’s basic shape — its low-frequency components — stays the same. However, high coefficients will exhibit large change and therefore can be detected. Recognition of fire’s shape and spatial change with this method is extremely accurate (authors state 99% accuracy), however, it fails in case of partly visible fire border. A trained colour model, frequency scanning, spatial change and motion analysis are used for detection in the work of Töreyin et al. [6]. Precalculated distribution of possible fire colours in RGB model space is compared to the colour of each pixel. The decision model is created using a combination of several pre-trained normal distributions. Spatial wavelet analysis is used for frequency scanning. It can detect flickering (oscillation) of fire pixels. For the analysis to be able to capture a pixel’s frequency between 1 and 10 Hz, the video’s frame rate must be at least 20 frames per second. In case this frame rate cannot be reached, the analysis may fail to detect the correct frequency. The spatial change monitoring is performed using wavelet analysis. Spatial change is caused mainly by turbulent and random motion of pixels which is one of fire’s features. Any other object should exhibit only very subtle or no random motion. Spatial change and frequency analysis differentiate fire well but only work without too much noise in the input or when the fire is not too distant from the camera. Moving regions are detected using a modified method of background subtraction. Çelik et al. [7] uses a pretrained colour model and also detects fire’s motion by creating and updating a model of background. Video’s background is modelled using normal distribution. Using such real-time models is quite computationally expensive and requires some time to initialize their parameters. However, later on they can adapt to changes in the environment. Lastly, there is fire’s smoke generation. Detection of gray smoke by image separation is a part of the work of Tian et al. [8]. A background model is constructed and the smoke is detected by its gray colour and partial transparency. Recognition of smoke can influence fire detection but, as sometimes the smoke is almost absolutely transparent, such detection might fail.


A short overview of my solution follows. The first part that needed to be dealt with was the fire data creation. I recorded several static scenes with a camera. The best way I found to gain realistic fire effect was to use a 3D modelling tool, specifically Blender. With it, I modelled the scene with a burning fire, rendered it and pasted it onto the frames of the recording. My solution involves experiments based on two approaches to created fire sequences and their initiation into a model’s training — per image and per segment and the comparison of their results. I created a sampler that

---

1Blender Online Community: http://www.blender.org/
was used to sample the fire recording according to a given approach. The model was created, trained and tested using Caffe [11].

To sum up, I created a way that allows anyone who is at least a little experienced in 3D modelling to create a fire animation, sample it and use it for a fire model’s training. The compositor and sampler present applications that can even be used in separate projects. As for the detection so far, I experimented only on images. The detector’s per segment approach trained only on modelled fire showed that it can be used for real fire detection with 50 out of 50 correct detections. In the future work more data will be created and more varied scenes will be used for fire creation. Video detection is also a part of the future work.

2. Fire Video Rendering and Composition

The proposed method of fire detection using convolutional neural networks requires a vast number of testing data. Each testing sample must be a short sequence of fire burning in a real-life environment. Using the techniques described below I created 2000 frames of fire animation footage which can be used for detection testing.

2.1 Fire Video Sequences Creation

The main disadvantage of fire detection is that fire on its own represents a not so common phenomenon. Its size, shape, dynamics and colour are very variable. It is not an easy task to find an extensive quality resource for fire images let alone fire animations. In this paper I used a different approach to normal video creation.

Instead of filming a real-life fire, a normal scene without fire was filmed with a static camera. The camera’s resolution was \(1920 \times 1080\) pixels. For every scene, its low-poly 3D model is created in Blender version 2.71+. The notion is to create a fire simulation in the modelled environment (an animation of burning fire) and render it using Blender’s Cycles ray tracing renderer. Then extract it, together with all of its lighting effects and shadows it creates in the scene, and paste all of these onto the frames of the filmed scene.

Creating my own 3D modelled fire has the advantage of total control over its appearance, behaviour (physical simulation) and its lighting effects on the environment. There is also no problem in changing the camera view.

I have filmed a total of 10 static scenes that capture different kinds of environments of both exterior and interior. I chose 2 of these scenes and created their corresponding 3D models. An illustration of the created outdoor scene, Scene 1, can be seen in Figure 1.

To add fire to this scene, Blender’s fire simulation and physics engine are used. I have created my own adjustable fire material — fire shader. The setup for this material in Blender and its settings can be seen in Figure 2. Fire is simulated at multiple locations in the scene model and a different random seed for the simulation is always used. I added blowing wind to the scene completely randomly for a more realistic effect of a burning fire. This guarantees that fire animations never look the same.

The fire scene data is rendered into multiple images — fire and smoke foreground, scene’s shadows,
scene’s fire light emission — and is later composited into images of a sequence. Part of the rendering process is the creation of a fire pixel mask which is used as an annotation for the detection. All of the Blender outputs are shown in Figure 3.

The scene models and scripts needed for batch rendering can be found on the supplementary material website.

### 2.2 Fire Sequence and Real-Life Scene Composition

Rendered fire animations from Section 2.1 need to be composited with the frames of a filmed scene. To have as much control over fire images (animations) creation as possible, I programmed my own compositor using the OpenCV library [12]. I created it universally so it can be used for different kinds of compositing and not just for the creation of fire images.

Using the rendered fire sequence from Section 2.1 and my compositor the final fire video can be created. The process of a single fire frame creation and compositing can be seen in Figure 4 with numbered steps 1 – 5.

1. In the top right corner there is the original image extracted from a video sequence. This becomes the compositor’s background.
2. At first, this image is masked to forbid the compositor to change the areas that are not supposed to change in the video. In case of the example image in Figure 4 this mask is used on the bush which is very close to the camera in the extracted frame.
3. Masking is followed by multiplication with a shadow mask. Shadows, which are stored in a grayscale image, darken parts of the frame.
4. After that fire light emission mask is added that lights up pixels just like a real fire would when burning. Simple addition is used for this step. Emission masks should be mainly used on scenes which are poorly lit. Adding them to a sunny scene would be counterproductive.
5. On top of that an image containing the rendered fire is added using alpha-blending. This image preserves alpha channel and acts as a simple overlay.

All of these components combined create a fire frame. A short sequence of these fire images together with their corresponding fire pixel masks serve as a single testing sample.

**Figure 3.** Display of rendered data from a random sequence frame.

**Figure 4.** Depiction of test image creation: 1 - video frame image extraction, 2 - pixel mask application, 3 - shadow mask multiplication, 4 - emission mask addition, 5 - fire foreground addition (= fire image generation), X - fire mask and fire image output.

Figures 5 and 6 show examples of composited fire images from different scenes.
Figure 5. Examples of composited fire images from Scene 1: a - original video frame image before composition.

Figure 6. Examples of composited fire images from Scene 2: a - original video frame image before composition.

Figure 7. Example of a $5 \times 5 \times 4$ segment represented by its labels (black = positive (fire) pixel, white = negative (non-fire) pixel).

3. Training Fire Samples Creation

The resulting fire sequences from Section 2.2 serve as training and testing data for the detector. The detector is supposed to learn patterns and parameters from its input and recognise these during fire detection. I propose three different approaches to the detector’s training - per the entire image, per pixel and per segment. Per pixel and per image are special cases of per segment approach. For video analysis, every sample may have its depth that corresponds to a certain number of frames. To sample the data in these ways I created a separate sampler using the OpenCV library [12].

The sampler takes 2 sequences of images as input — fire images and pixel labels of these images. The required labels are binary masks (black and white) that can be generated from fire masks from Figure 4 using my compositor. A starting frame is chosen from this sequence and a subsequence of a set sample depth beginning with this frame is analysed for samples. An example of a sample with dimensions of $5 \times 5 \times 4$ from such a subsequence of labels is shown in Figure 7.

The sampler contains different settings that influence the generation of samples. These include:

- sample dimensions,
- required percentage of fire pixels in a sample’s volume to be negative/positive,
- the maximum number of required negative or positive samples,
- percentages of maximum number of samples within a subsequence,
- random or constant step between sequence’s frames when picking candidates for subsequences’ first frames,
- random or constant step between filtered samples when picking candidates from sample lists,
- positive/negative samples ratio (used within a subsequence),
- postprocessing options (e.g. resizing) after generation.

The compositor source code files and complete manual to using the interface can also be found on the supplementary material website.
An example of one iteration of the sampling process can be seen in Figure 8.

1. In the left part of Figure 8 there is an example of a fire sequence that contains both the labels and the composited fire images. This sequence is traversed and a starting frame of a subsequence of given sample depth is chosen according to the sampler’s settings (e.g. randomly).
2. The subsequence’s frames are selected and analysed separately.
3. Lists of all negative and positive samples available on the given subsequence are generated (neutral samples are discarded) according to the sampling rules (e.g. all segments with fire pixels volume above 50% are put into the positive samples list). These lists are then filtered according to the current settings, e.g. the required ratio of positive/negative samples and their maximum number.
4. All the samples that passed the filtration are stored.

The sampler source code files and a manual to using the interface can also be found on the supplementary material website.

4. The Fire Detector


The detector uses the same structure of the deep convolutional neural network that was proposed in the work of Krizhevsky et al. [1] for Imagenet classification challenge [13]. In the Caffe environment, this net structure is referred to as Caffenet and it is shown in Figure 9. For images, this model is extremely versatile. For video detection in the future work it must be adapted. I made a few changes to the net’s structure though. One was changing the input layer to the corresponding image dimensions when conducting experiments. As my aim is to find fire in an image, there are only two labels in my dataset — fire and non-fire image (segment). As Caffenet was originally created for classification task that involved hundreds of classes, the training process would be a lot longer without this change.

For image detection I completely omitted the per pixel approach as the necessary training process was extremely lengthy and a single pixel does not include that much information. It will be a part of the future tests. Experiments test the detection’s results of per 128 × 128-pixel and 256 × 256-pixel segment approaches and per image approach in single images.

The convolutional net’s input is an image of the specific size and its output is a number that represents the probability of classifying this image as fire.

I used 3 — training, validation and testing — sets of data for the experiments. For convolutional network’s training I used the composited 3D fire images. One sample of per image approach corresponds to one unsegmented image. Every image that enters the net, when using this approach, must be resized in the first layer to a maximum of 256 × 256 pixels as larger resolutions cause extreme slowdowns and this size should capture just enough details. As the net’s structure is created to accept any kind of image and resizes them during processing, any image of a varied size is considered a sample. For per image training I picked 900 fire images from the composited 2000. I picked 800 images from the rest of these for the model’s validation. I omitted 300 images that looked quite similar to the already used ones. Then I collected 1280 real non-fire images of mostly city buildings from LabelMe[2] database. All of these images were of a varied size starting at 640 × 480 pixels. 780 of these are used for per image training (as non-fire samples) and 500 are used for validation.

For per segment approach I sampled the 900 training fire images and 780 non-fire images using these main options set for samples generation:

- sample depth is always equal to 1,
- positive sample has more than or equal to 50% of its area formed by fire pixels,
- negative sample has less than or equal to 20% of its area formed by fire pixels.

I generated 1300 fire samples and 1010 non-fire samples of 128 × 128 pixels. Then I generated the same amount of samples of 256 × 256 pixels. These were used for per segment training. For per segment validation, I sampled the images used for per image validation and acquired 800 fire samples and 800 non-fire samples of 128 × 128 and 256 × 256 segments respectively.

The described validation data is meant to measure the neural network’s accuracy on a similar but not the same dataset as the training data.

The training set sizes together with the required training time for 3 models is shown in Table 1. The accuracy of these models tested on the validation set is presented in Table 2. The results show that per segment approaches are more capable of distinguishing modelled fire.

My goal is to create a detector of a real fire. Therefore, for real fire tests I used separate images downloaded from LabelMe which included 50 random real fire images and 50 non-fire images. For a true positive the detector must mark at least one visually undoubtable fire area with a probability higher than 50%. The results of these tests can be seen in Table 3.

The net’s initial learning rate was set to 0.001. In case of a higher number (faster learning) the net’s weights would reach too high numbers and the net would require a change in topology. Such changes — e.g. adding rectifier (ReLU) units to correct output weights — increased the processing time and were therefore undesirable. I set the number of training epochs (number of passes over the entire training data) to about 50 as higher numbers did not make a difference in validation accuracy. The only difference was that the training process took almost twice as much time. This might have been caused by the limited number of scenes that are very familiar and the net learns them too well.

As can be seen in Table 3, per image approach was the least successful. This was probably caused by many different details around the fire in an image that the classifier fails to distinguish. Per segment approach was far better scoring 100% true positives. Examples of the correct detector’s per segment output on fire images can be seen in Figure 10. 256 × 256 segments sometimes failed to find fire in comparison to smaller segments. This can be seen in Figure 12. Smaller segments caused more false detections though which can be seen at the example of a fire station in
Table 3. Real fire image tests comparing the results of per image and per segment approaches. Left column contains the sizes of segments or images used as real input testing samples of an approach (per image data contains samples of variable size). Second and third column, Fire images and Non-fire images, present the numbers of these images used for testing. TP (true positives) presents the percentage of correctly detected fire in 50 real fire images (only stating that there is/is not fire in the image by marking at least one fire area with a probability higher than 50%). FP (false positives) gives the percentage of false detections in 50 non-fire images. Processing time is the time required to process one sample of Sample size from the input image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Fire images</th>
<th>Non-fire images</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>Processing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0.11 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 × 256</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.11 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per entire image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Training information showing the comparison of per segment and per image approaches. Left column contains the sizes of segments or images used as input training samples (per image data contains samples of variable size). Fire and Non-fire samples present the numbers of these samples and Training time is the time (in hours) required to train the model. All the training fire samples contain only 3D modelled fire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 × 256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per entire image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per entire image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Validation results comparing the approaches of per segment and per image. Left column contains the sizes of segments or images used as input validation samples (per image data contains samples of variable size). Fire and Non-fire samples present the numbers of these samples and Accuracy is the accuracy of the model’s classification on the validation data. All the validation fire samples contain only 3D modelled fire and are different from the training data. This table shows how well the models can classify artificial fire.

Figure 11(a). These errors were mostly caused by scenes that contained colour blobs similar to fire. An example of a detected fire per segment in a scene that contains many fire patterns and colours is shown in Figure 11(d). None of the methods recognised this non-fire environment. The biggest problem of per segment approaches is the processing time. To process an image of 1024 × 768 pixels, when using per 128 × 128 segment approach, it must be divided in a grid-like manner into at least 48 128 × 128 segments which take approximately 5 seconds altogether to process. In the future a heuristic could be employed that would discard regions that definitely do not contain fire which would decrease the processing time.

All these experiments were conducted on a laptop with Nvidia GTX 980 GPU.

Other examples can be found on the supplementary material website.
Figure 10. Fire detector’s results on real fire images of burning houses 1 (a, b, c) and 2 (d, e, f): a, d - original fire images, b, e - heatmap output of the detector trained using $128 \times 128$ pixel samples, c, f - heatmap output of the detector trained using $256 \times 256$ pixel samples, legend: heatmap colours ranging from dark blue (0% probability of fire’s presence) to dark red (100% probability of fire).

Figure 11. Fire detector’s results on real non-fire images of a red building (a, b, c) where the $128 \times 128$ segment approach causes a false detection and a cave (d, e, f) that consists of similar patterns and colours of fire which cause many false detections: a, d - original non-fire images, b, e - heatmap output of the detector trained using $128 \times 128$ pixel samples, c, f - heatmap output of the detector trained using $256 \times 256$ pixel samples, legend: heatmap colours ranging from dark blue (0% probability of fire’s presence) to dark red (100% probability of fire).

5. Conclusions

This paper deals with fire detection in image and video using machine learning. It describes a mechanism for artificial fire sequences creation and generation of variable fire samples (shorter animations) from these sequences. These are then used as training data for
I filmed and created 3D models of 2 outdoor scenes. I created 8 different fire simulations in these scenes. Then I rendered 2000 frames of fire animations and composited them with the filmed scenes into complete fire videos. Examples of these frames are shown in Figures 5 and 6. I used them to train 3 different models using 2 approaches to detection. These were tested on similarly modelled fire and non-fire images and the best scored 98% accuracy. For real fire tests, per segment approach with 128 × 128 segments reached 50 out of 50 correct fire detections. I reached and surpassed my goal of 95% of true positives detected. Reaching 100% is the most important outcome for a fire detector. False positives reached 24% for this model. Time required to process an image was in units of seconds. 256 × 256-segment model reached 5% false positive rate. Improvement might be achieved by training with fire data in more varied environments.

The things and ideas that I consider the most viable are:

- use of a modern method of deep learning for fire detection,
- training of the fire detector based entirely on unreal 3D modelled fire,
- successful experiments on images and an open door for video testing.

In the future work I will add more varied scenes for fire sequences creation. I will continue developing video detection. By adding a temporal element to fire samples, I will see how the detector will be doing and compare these results to its output from still images detection. The sampler and compositer tools may also be useful for other researchers working in this field.
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